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There are 3 big Day Trip Tombola prizes
won at the summer fair that cannot be

used without contacting the PTA first. The
winner cannot attend a venue without
emailing summerfair@cooperslane.org
with a photo of their PTA certificate in

order to activate their tickets. The prizes
are:-

BESTIVAL TICKETS
ADVENTURE CINEMA TICKETS

 If the winner no longer wants the prize
then please contact the PTA to make sure
that the donation is not wasted. If the PTA
is not contacted by the end of term then

we will need to consider redistributing the
prizes.

 

Look After The Pennies! 

BIKE BUS
Why not come along and join the Grove  
Park Cycle Bus on the last day of term, 
 Friday 21st July 2023.  The wonderful
Frog Bikes are again supporting the
children of Coopers Lane and their

cycling efforts! They have kindly
donated certificates and prizes for all

the children who come along. 
 If you would like to join in, please join

the WhatsApp group with this link 
Grove Park Cycle Bus

CLAIM YOUR PRIZE

This week, it's just a short newsletter as we have had two strike days, with most classes closed on
both. Thank you for your continued support concerning the teacher strikes, because we know
how difficult it is to manage child care during these times. 
The results of the Penny Wars competition are in, and once again the Coopers Lane community
have smashed it by raising an incredible £826.47 - which is amazing !!!
Well done to every class for helping to raise this incredible amount of money that will be put to
good use by the PTA.  
1st place - Wimbledon - £174.29
2nd place - Farringdon - £88.60
3rd place - Charing Cross - £65.17

We had the pleasure of watching the Piccadilly Class Graduation yesterday and it was
absolutely wonderful.  The progress the children have made this year is incredible and watching
all of the children on stage, performing with such confidence and pride was pure magic! What a

lovely way to end the week. 
On Wednesday next week, the children will be meeting their new teacher and we will be sending
out the class information for September to all families. We will also be sending out end of year

reports towards the end of the week.

£826.47

mailto:summerfair@cooperslane.org
https://chat.whatsapp.com/COdGy5VkaSXACFfI4yzEI6


BROADSTAIRS

show our values of respect, kindness and responsibility
where possible store all buggies in the storage areas provided
babies/toddlers to sit on laps
use all available space and where possible allow families to sit together
take all rubbish with you from the train and the beach
don’t drink alcohol, remembering that this is a school trip

We're looking forward to the annual Broadstairs trip next Friday. Full details about your train
carriage and timings etc will be sent early next week, but here are a few things to remember:

Throughout the trip we please ask that you:

 
School staff will set up a base under the large flag pole on the beach, which is to the right as you
come down the main steps onto the beach. There will be a member of staff here all day should

you need anything.
 
 

Parents are responsible for monitoring children under their care while they are paddling in the
sea. The lifeguards are in charge of the water, school staff will be responsible for the children in

their care.
 

You must follow the directions of the beach lifeguards at all times:
o   Only enter the water between the red and yellow flags

o   No paddling between the red flags or between the black & white flags
 

School staff will be on duty in the paddling area for additional supervision, but the
lifeguards are in charge of the water.

 
Please do not enter the water unless you can see the 6 members of staff in fluorescent jackets in

the water.


